
Virtual 60-minute Presentation rates:        
One = $250, Two = $425, Three = $550 
 Four = $700 
 
In person 60-minute presentation rates:   
One = $350, Two = $550, Three = $750 
 Four = $950 
 Keynote for 150+ audience: $550 Add HST 
(13%) *Special flat fee mileage: $25, $50 
over 50k  Schools can share the day with a 
nearby school for additional savings.    

Writers' Union subsidies may be available. 
http://www.writersunion.ca/content/writers-schools 

  

 

"Inspirational! Helpful and hopeful! 

“Janet did such a great job captivating the 
children. Her books send such a strong 
message about how small positive changes 
can make such a big difference…Janet 
switched between stories, pictures, and 
videos to keep the students’ attention…They 
loved the stories and were very inspired.” 

       Topics in the presentation include:  

➢ Environmental & Climate 

Justice, animal protection, tree 

planting 

➢ First Nations: philosophy, 

values, water protection, 

education equity 

➢ Child rights & social justice:   

inequality, hunger, 

homelessness 

➢ Compassion & kindness, peace, 

Black Lives Matter, refugees 

➢ The process of writing, 

researching, and illustrating 

 

The key to the success of my talks is in stories— let 

extraordinary young activists deliver their hopeful and 

helpful messages in their own video-taped voices, or 

through their art and music, to inspire the activist in all 

of us. By example, they show that by working together 

and making positive choices, even small efforts can 

make the world better and kinder. Their actions will 

empower and motivate students to feel deeply, act 

responsibly, and to learn and think critically.  

 

 

To book a school visit, contact: janet@janetwilson.ca      519 856-2811 

For more information about my presentations visit: http://www.janetwilson.ca 

 

Janet Wilson: author, illustrator, speaker 

Inspiring Hearts and Minds 

 

“I believe our generation does not see activism just 

as a necessity or obligation, but a beautiful 

opportunity to invent the unexpected and to spread 

our optimism that we can make a better world.”                                                         

                                          Ta’Kaiya Blaney, Canada 

 

“Janet’s passion for social, environmental, and First Nations justice issues, as well as art, 

makes her a versatile and inspiring speaker.” 
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